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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/26/2013

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 907-6321 REVISION 3

SRP SECTION: 02 - SITE CHARACTERISTICS AND SITE PARAMETERS

APPLICATION SECTION: TIER 1, SECTION 2.1; TIER 2, SECTIONS 2.0, 2.3.1, 3.3.2,
3.5.1.4, 3.5.3, 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.12.5, 3.12.6

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 3/5/2012

QUESTION NO.: 02-03:

10 CFR 52.47(a)(1) states that the FSAR for an application for a standard design certification
must contain the site parameters postulated for the design and an analysis and evaluation of
the design in terms of those site parameters, where site parameters are defined in
10 CFR 52.2(a) as the postulated physical, environmental and demographic features of an
assumed site. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2 requires that SSCs important to safety
shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as tornadoes and
hurricanes without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 4 requires that SSCs that are important to safety be appropriately
protected against the effects of missiles that may result from events and conditions outside
the nuclear power unit.

Nuclear power plants must be designed so that they remain in a safe condition under
extreme meteorological events, including those that could result in the most extreme wind
events (tornadoes and hurricanes) that could reasonably be predicted to occur at the site.
Initially, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (predecessor to the NRC) considered
tornadoes to be the bounding extreme wind events and issued RG 1.76, "Design-Basis
Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants," in April 1974. The design-basis tornado wind speeds
were chosen so that the probability that a tornado exceeding the design basis would occur
was on the order of 10-7 per year per nuclear power plant. In March 2007, the NRC issued
Revision 1 of RG 1.76, "Design-Basis Tornado and Tornado Missiles for Nuclear Power
Plants." Revision 1 of RG 1.76 relied on the Enhanced Fujita Scale, which was implemented
by the National Weather Service in February 2007. The Enhanced Fujita Scale is a revised
assessment relating tornado damage to wind speed, which resulted in a decrease in
design-basis tornado wind speed criteria in Revision 1 of RG 1.76. Since design-basis
tornado wind speeds were decreased as a result of the analysis performed to update RG
1.76, it was no longer clear that the revised tornado design basis wind speeds would bound
design-basis hurricane wind speeds in all areas of the United States. This prompted an
investigation into extreme wind gusts during hurricanes and their relation to design basis
hurricane wind speeds, which resulted in issuing RG 1.221, "Design-Basis Hurricane and
Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants," in October 2011.

RG 1.221 also evaluated missile velocities associated with several types of missiles
considered for different hurricane wind speeds. The hurricane missile analyses presented in
RG 1.221 are based on missile aerodynamic and initial condition assumptions that are
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similar to those used for the analyses of tornado-borne missile velocities adopted for
Revision 1 to RG 1.76. However, the assumed hurricane wind field differs from the assumed
tornado wind field in that the hurricane wind field does not hange spatially during the
missile's flight time but does vary with height above the ground. Because the size of the
hurricane zone with the highest winds is large relative to the size of the missile trajectory, the
hurricane missile is subjected to the highest wind speeds throughout its trajectory. In
contrast, the tornado wind field is smaller, so the tornado missile is subject to the strongest
winds only at the beginning of its flight. This results in the same missile having a higher
maximum velocity in a hurricane wind field than in a tornado wind field with the same
maximum (3-second gust) wind speed.

Accordingly, the applicant is being requested to add hurricane wind speed and hurricane
missile spectra to its list of site parameter values in Tier 1 and Tier 2 of the DCD and show in
Chapter 3 of Tier 2 of the DCD how SSCs important to safety are protected from the
combined effects of hurricane winds and missiles.

ANSWER:

The responses to this RAI submitted by MHI Letter Numbers UAP-HF-12173 and UAP-HF-
12255 commit to revise US-APWR DCD Revision 3, Tier 1 and Tier 2 to incorporate RG
1.221 Revision 0 guidance as described in Attachment 1. This Supplemental Response to
RAI 907-6321 describes related changes to the DCD, most notably redefining "extreme wind
speed" and "design wind (W)"to "severe wind speed." The DCD changes added by this
Supplemental Response are noted in Attachment 1 by red text additions and red text/strike-
out deletions. Attachment 2 of this Supplemental Response reflects additional changes to
DCD pages as noted in Attachment 1 of this Supplemental Response, and does not replace
Attachment 2 in UAP-HF-12255.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 will be revised as described in Attachment 1 and shown in

Attachment 2.

Impact on R-COLA

COL Applicants that reference the US-APWR standard plant design are required to select
the design-basis hurricane wind speed and hurricane-generated missiles on analyses and
design of site-specific seismic category I and II and SSCs in accordance with RG 1.221.

Impact on S-COLA

COL Applicants that reference the US-APWR standard plant design are required to select
the design-basis hurricane wind speed and hurricane-generated missiles on analyses and
design of site-specific seismic category I and II and SSCs in accordance with RG 1.221.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical Report I Technical Report

There is no impact on the Topical Report / Technical Report.
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

Affected Summary of Changes
Section

Tier 1

Table 2.1-1 Insert "and hurricane" after tornado in "Extreme wind speed (other than in tornado)"; Replace "Extreme wind speed (other than
(Sheet 1 of 7) tornado and hurricane)" with "Severe wind speed"

Table 2.1-1 Insert a new row under "Extreme wind speed (other than in tornado)"
Parameter Description: "Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed"
Parameter Value: "160 mph for 3-second gusts at 33 ft above ground level, which corresponds to the exceedance frequency of
10-7 per year"

Table 2.1-1 Insert a new row under "Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed"
Parameter Description: "Hurricane-generated missile spectrum and associated velocities"
Parameter Values: "15 ft long schedule 40 steel pipe moving horizontally at 102 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s", "4,000 lb automobile
moving horizontally at 135 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s" and "1 in diameter steel sphere moving horizontally at 89 ft/s or vertically
at 85 ft/s"

2.2.1 Second bullet: insert "hurricane," after "tornado,"; insert "hurricane generated missiles," after "tornado generated missiles,"

2.2.3.1 Item numbers 25, 26, 27: insert "and hurricane generated missiles" after "tornado generated missiles"

Table 2.2-4 Item numbers 25, 26, 27: insert "and hurricane generated missiles" after "tornado generated missiles,"

2.6.4.2 Fifth paragraph: insert "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles"

Tier 2

1.2.1.2.10 Third paragraph, replace: "American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 7-05" with "RG 1.221 and SRP 2.3.1"

1.2.1.2.11.2 Third bullet: insert" and hurricane missiles" after each "tornado missiles" and insert", RG 1.76, RG 1.221 and NUREG/CR-
7004" after "SRP 3.5.1.4"

Table 1.8-2 COL 3.3(2): insert "eoand hurricane" after "tornado"
(Sheet 2 of

36)

Table 1.8-2 COL 3.3(3): insert "and hurricane" after "tornado"

Table 1.8-2 Insert new COL ITEM: COL 3.3(6) "The COL Applicant is responsible for verifying that the site specific design basis hurricane
basic wind speeds, exposure category, and resulting wind forces are enveloped by the determinations in this section.
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Attachment 1
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier I and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

Table 1.8-2 COL 3.5(5): insert: "and hurricane missiles for the standard plant presented in Subsection 3.5.1.4" after "tornado missiles"

Table 1.8-2 COL 3.7(12): insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

Table 1.8-2 COL 3.12(3): replace "or tornado" with ", tornado or hurricane"

Table 1.9.1-1 Insert new row at bottom of table:
Reg Guide Number: "1.221", Title: "Design-Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants", Status:
"Conformance with no exceptions identified", Corresponding Chapter/Section/Subsection "2.3, 3.3.2. 3.5.1.4"

Table 1.9.2-2 In row, "2.3.1 Regional Climatology", in "Status" column: replace "2.01" with "2.0-1"

Table 1.9.2-3 In row "3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Tornadoes and Extreme Winds", under "Status"column replace first "windspeeds" with
"design basis missile spectrum" and replace second "windspeeds" with "wind generated missile spectrum"; insert "RG 1.221
and NUREG/CR-7004 describe acceptable design-basis hurricane-generated missile spectrum." at the end.

1.9.7 Add new Reference: "Technical Basis for Regqulatory Guidance on Design-Basis Hurricane-Borne Missile Speeds for Nuclear
Power Plants, NUREG/CR-7004, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., November 2011."

Table 2.0-1 Insert "and hurricane" after tornado in "Extreme wind speed (other than in tornado)"; Replace "Extreme wind speed (other than
(Sheet 1 of 6) tornado and hurricane)" with "Severe wind speed"

Table 2.0-1 Insert new row under "Extreme wind speed (other than in tornado)"
Parameter Description: "Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed"
Parameter Value: "160 mph for 3-second gusts at 33 ft above ground level, which corresponds to the exceedance frequency of
10-7 per year"

Table 2.0-1 Insert new row under "Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed"
Parameter Description: "Hurricane-generated missile spectrum and associated velocities"
Parameter Values: "15 ft long schedule 40 steel pipe moving horizontally at 102 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s", "4,000 lb automobile
moving horizontally at 135 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s" and "1 in diameter steel sphere moving horizontally at 89 ft/s or vertically
at 85 ft/s"

2.3.1 Replace "The extreme wind speed" in 4m" sentence with "The severe wind speed"

2.3.1 Insert sentence: "The design-basis hurricane windspeed and hurricane missiles as stated in Table 2.0-1 corresponds to the
criteria described in Subsection 3.3.2." after "Subsection 3.3.1.1."

3.3 Title of 3.3: replace "and Tornado" with ", Tornado and Hurricane"

3.3.1.1 Title of 3.3.1.1: replace "Design Wind" to "Severe Wind"
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

3.3.1.1 Replace "The design wind" with "The severe wind" in 1t sentence of 1 st paragraph; insert "the velocity pressure associated
with" before "the basic wind speed" in 2nd sentence; Replace "an" with "associated" before "importance factor" in 3 d sentence

3.3.2 Title of 3.3.2: insert "and Hurricane" after "Tornado"

3.3.2 1s Paragraph: Insert "and hurricane" after" tornado", and "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles"

3.3.2.1 Last paragraph: replace "one" with "ten"

3.3.2.1 Insert followings after 3.3.2.1 of body:
The design-basis hurricane wind speed is chosen from wind speed contour maps for hurricane-prone regions of the contiguous
United States presented in US NRC RG 1.221 (Reference 3.3-8). The wind speed due to hurricanes that is selected for design
of the standard plant is 160 mph, corresponding to a 3-second gust at 33 ft above ground for exposure category C. Exposure
category C, defined in Section 6.5.6.3 of ASCE/SEI 7-05 (Reference 3.3-1), is a typical exposure category for nuclear power
plants and includes flat open country, grasslands, and all water surfaces in hurricane-prone regions. The hurricane wind speed
has an exceedance frequency of 10-7 per year, which corresponds to a mean recurrence interval of ten million years as
discussed in RG 1.221. The design wind speed (tornado, or hurricane) for seismic category I and II SSCs is considered in
conjunction with an importance factor of 1.15 in accordance with SRP 3.3.2 (Reference 3.3-5)

The design-basis hurricane wind speeds described above envelope the design-basis hurricane wind speeds at most locations
in the contiguous US. The COL Applicant is responsible for verifying that the site-specific design-basis hurricane basic wind
speeds, exposure category, and resulting wind forces are enveloped by the determinations in this section.

3.3.2.2.1 Title of 3.3.2.2.1 insert "and Hurricane" after "Tornado"

3.3.2.2.1 Replace "Velocity" with "Tornado velocity"

3.3.2.2.1 Insert following second paragraph of Subsection 3.3.2.2.1:
Hurricane velocity pressures are determined by converting hurricane wind speeds into effective velocity pressures in
accordance with procedures accepted by SRP 3.3.2 (Reference 3.3-5). Design hurricane loads are determined for enclosed
and partially enclosed buildings using the analytical procedure method 1 or method 2 provided in Subsection 3.3.1.2, where:
V is the maximum hurricane windspeed = 160 mph
For the design basis hurricane, wind pressure varies along with respect to height; therefore, adjustment for wind speed
variation with respect to height applies.

3.3.2.2.3 Title: insert "and Hurricane Missile" after Missile"

3.3.2.2.3 Insert: "and hurricanes" after tornadoes

3.3.2.2.4 Title: insert "or Hurricanes" after "Tornado"
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier I and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

3.3.2.2.4 Insert in first paragraph: "The load combinations used to determine the combined effects of the design basis hurricane Wrid and
missile effects are equivalent to those used for the tornado and as discussed above and in Section 3.8. The only difference is
that there is no atmospheric pressure change effect for the design basis hurricane." after "(Reference 3.3-7)

3.3.2.2.4 In first paragraph, insert "or hurricane" after "tornado" and delete "wind" before "load Wt,"

3.3.2.2.4 In the definition of Wt, Ww and Wm, insert "or hurricane" after "tornado"

3.3.2.2.4 Second paragraph: insert "and hurdcane" after first "tornado"; insert "or hurricane missile" after first missile; insert "and
hurricane missiles" after first "missiles"

3.3.2.2.4 Third paragraph: insert "or hurricane" after the first "tornado"; insert "and hurricane" after the second "tornado"

3.3.2.3 Title of 3.3.2.3: insert "and Hurricane" after "Tornado"

3.3.2.3 insert "and hurricane" after "tornado"

3.3.2.3 Replace third paragraph with: "The structural steel frame of the T/B is enclosed by siding. The siding fasteners are designed to
retain the siding for loading caused by extreme winds with a basic wind speed of 155 mph. However, the fastener design allows
for portions of the siding to be blown off in the event of a design-basis tornado or design-basis hurricane, thereby venting the
T/B and reducing the effective tornado wind pressure load or hurricane wind pressure load on the building. This ensures that
there is no overall failure of the T/B, due to maximum tornado wind and/or atmospheric pressure change or due to maximum
hurricane wind as defined in Table 2.0-1, which could affect the ability of adjacent buildings and structures to perform their
intended safety functions. Localized failures of wind girls and other exposed SSCs are permitted. However, these items are
designed to remain attached to the structure. Any items (including the T/B siding) which might become dislodged and become
missiles under the maximum tornado or maximum hurricane conditions do not warrant further evaluation because they are
considered to be enveloped by the missiles addressed in Subsection 3.5.1.4. The use of tornado-generated missile spectrum
and hurricane-generated missile spectrum described in Subsection 3.5.1.4, which is consistent with the most severe missile
spectrum as identified for Region I in RG 1.76 Revision 1 and RG 1.221 and NUREG/CR-7004 (Reference 3.3-9), respectively,
provides assurance that the necessary SSCs will be available to mitigate the potential effects of a tornado or hurricane on plant
safety.

3.3.2.3 Fourth paragraph: insert "or hurricane" after first "tornado"; insert "or design basis hurricane loading" after the first "loading";
insert "and hurricane" after third and fourth "tornado"

3.3.2.3 Fifth paragraph: insert "and hurricane" after "tornado"

3.3.3 COL 3.3(2): insert "or hurricane" after "tornado"

3.3.3 COL 3.3(3): insert "and hurricane" after "tornado"

3.3.3 Insert New COL ITEM: "COL 3.3(6), The COL Applicant is responsible for verifying that the site specific design basis hurricane
basic wind speeds, exposure category, and resulting wind forces are enveloped by the determinations in this section."
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

3.3.4 Add new Reference 3.3-8 "Design-Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, RG 1.221, October 2011."
Add new Reference 3.3-9 "Technical Basis for Regulatory Guidance on Design-Basis Hurricane-Borne Missile Speeds for
Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/CR-7004, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., November 2011 ."

3.4.1.2 Ninth paragraph insert ", hurricane" after "tornado"

3.5 Number 4: insert "or hurricane-" after "tornado-"
Number 7: insert "or hurricane-" after "tornado-"
Number 8: insert "or hurricane effects" after "tornado effects"
Number 9: insert "- or hurricane-" after "tornado"
Number 10: insert "- or hurricane-" after "tornado"
Number 12: insert "or hurricane-" after "tornado-"

3.5 Third paragraph insert" or hurricane-" after "tornado-" in forth bullet, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado" in seventh bullet, insert
"or hurricane effects" after "tornado effects" in eight bullet, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado" in ninth bullet, insert "/hurricane"
after "tornado" in tenth bullet, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado" in twelfth bullet; Fourth paragraph insert ", hurricanes" after
"tornados"; replace "extreme winds" with "hurricanes" in forth bullet

3.5.1.4 Title: replace: "Extreme Winds" with "Hurricanes"

3.5.1.4 Insert "The US-APWR design basis spectrum of hurricane missiles conforms to the spectrum of missiles in Table 1 and Table 2
of "Design Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants", RG 1.221 (Reference 3.5-21) and "Technical
Basis for Regulatory Guidance on Design-Basis Hurricane-Borne Missile Speeds for Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG/CR-7004
(Reference 3.5-22) with a design basis hurricane wind speed of 160 mph. The spectrum of missiles is following: (1) a massive
high-kinetic-energy missile that deforms on impact, (2) a rigid missile that tests penetration resistance, and (3) a small rigid
missile of a size sufficient to pass through any opening in protective barriers. Therefore, the spectrum of hurricane missiles is
as follows:
- A 4,000 pound automobile, 16.4 ft by 6.6 ft by 4.3 ft, impacting the structure at normal incidence with a horizontal velocity of
135 ft/s or a vertical velocity of 85 ft/s. To accommodate site-specific conditions where grades within 0.5 miles of plant
structures may have elevations higher than grade at the structures, this missile is considered to potentially impact SSCs at any
azimuthal direction and at any elevation above grade at the maximum hurricane missile velocity stated above.
• A 6.625 inch diameter by 15 ft long schedule 40 pipe, weighing 287 pounds, impacting the structure end-on at normal
incidence with a horizontal velocity of 102 ft/s or a vertical velocity of 85 ft/s.
° A 1 inch diameter solid steel sphere assumed to impinge upon barrier openings in the most damaging direction with a
horizontal velocity of 89 ft/s or a vertical velocity of 85 ft/s." just before the third paragraph; Third paragraph: delete first
"tornado"; insert; "and hurricane missiles" after "Tornado missiles"; replace "Tornado missile" with "Missile"; insert "and
hurricane missile" after "tornado missile"
Last paragraph delete "tornado", Insert "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles", replace "greater" with "more".
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Attachment 1
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier I and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

3.5.1.5 Insert "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles"

3.5.2 Second paragraph: Insert" and hurricane missiles for the standard plant presented in Subsection 3.5.1.4" after "tornado
missiles"

3.5.3.1.1 insert "-" between "tornado" and "generated"; insert "The same design methodology as used to determine minimum wall and
roof thicknesses for tornado-generated missiles is used for hurricane-generated missiles." At the end of the first paragraph

3.5.4 COL 3.5(5): Insert "and hurricane missiles for the standard plant presented in Subsection 3.5.1.4" after "tornado missiles"

3.5.5 Add new reference: 3.5-21 "Design-Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants, RG 1.221, Rev. 0, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., October 2011
Add new Reference: 3.5-22, "Technical Basis for Regulatory Guidance on Design-Basis Hurricane-Borne Missile Speeds for
Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/CR-7004, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., November 2011 ."

3.7.2.8.4 Insert "severe" before "wind" and "hurricane," after "tornado," in 4 m" sentence of 1st paragraph; delete second bullet from
beginning to "An FE model"

3.7.3.9 Insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

3.7.5 COL 3.7(12): insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

3.7.6 Add new reference: 3.7-58 "Design-Basis Hurricane and Hurricane Missiles for Nuclear Power Plants, RG 1.221, Rev. 0, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., October 2011.

3.8.1.3 Insert "severe" before both locations of "wind" and ", hurricane" before both locations of "and tornado" in the last paragraph

3.8.1.4.1.1 Fourth paragraph: insert "severe" before "wind" and insert "hurricane," after "tornadoes,"

3.8.1.4.5 Insert "and for hurricane missiles" after "missiles"

3.8.1.5.1.1 Sixth paragraph: insert "severe" before "wind" and replace "or tornado" with "tornado, or hurricane"

3.8.4.3.4.2 Replace "seismic and tornado" with "seismic, tornado, and hurricane"

3.8.4.3.5.1 Title of 3.8.4.3.5.1: replace "Design Wind (W)" with "Severe Wind (W)"

3.8.4.3.5.1 Replace "The design wind" in 1s sentence with "The severe wind"

3.8.4.3.5.2 Title: insert "or Hurricane" before "Load (Wt)"

3.8.4.3.5.2 Insert "or hurricane" after both "tornado"; replace "extreme winds" with "hurricanes"

3.8.4.4.1.1 SECTION 1: Replace "and tornado missile" with "tornado missile, and hurricane missile"
Section 4: Replace "and tornado missile" with "tornado missile, and hurricane missile"

3.8.4.4.1.2 Third paragraph: replace "and tornado missile load" with "hurricane loads and tornado loads."
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier I and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

3.8.4.4.1.2 Sixth paragraph: replace "and tornado missile load" with "tornado loads and hurricane loads"

3.8.4.4.2.1 SECTION 1, replace "and tornado missile" with "tornado and hurricane."

3.8.4.4.2.2 Replace "missile load." with "or hurricane loads."

3.8.5.5.1 Insert "severe" before "wind" in both places and insert "hurricane," after "tornado" in both places (definitions of FS, and M%)

3.8.5.5.2 Insert "severe" before "wind" and Rreplace "or tornado" with ", tornado or hurricane," in FSsw definition; insert ", hurricane" after
"tornado" and "severe" before "wind" in Fh definition

Table 3.8.4-3 Replace "Wind" with "Severe wind" in 8t" row of Load Type; Added noted "(9)" to both items in "Wind" row; insert "or Hurricane"
next to "Tornado" in the Load combination column; added note "(10) to item in "Tornado" row

Table 3.8.4-3 Insert: notes "(9)" and "(10)": "9. Severe Wwind loads are per Subsection 3.3.1.
Notes 10. Extreme wind loads including tornado and hurricane loads. Velocity pressure loads, atmospheric pressure loads

(tornado only) and the missile loads due to tornadoes or hurricanes are combined as described in Subsection 3.3.2. Tornado-
generated missiles and hurricane-generated missiles are given in Subsection 3.5.1.4."

Table 3.8.4-4 Replace "Wind" with "Severe wind" in 5' row of Load Type; Insert noted "(13)" to both items in "Wind" row; ; insert "or
Hurricane" next to "Tornado" in the Load combination column; added note "(14) to item in "Tornado" row

Table 3.8.4-4 Insert: notes "(13)" and "(14)": "13. Severe Wwind loads are per Subsection 3.3.1.
Notes 14. Extreme wind loads including tornado and hurricane loads. Velocity pressure loads, atmospheric pressure loads

(tornado only) and the missile loads due to tornadoes or hurricanes are combined as described in Subsection 3.3.2. Tornado-
generated missiles and hurricane-generated missiles are given in Subsection 3.5.1.4."

3.11 Number 5: insert ", hurricane" after "tornado"

3.12.5.3.6 Title: insert "or Hurricane" before "Loads"

3.12.5.3.6 Replace "or tornado" with ", tornado or hurricane"

3.12.6.3.4 Title: Replace "Wind Loads" with "Severe Wind Loads"

3.12.6.3.4 Replace "design basis wind" with "severe wind" in 2nd sentence; Delete "and tornado" at end of paragraph

3.12.6.3.5 Title: insert "eGand Hurricane" before "Loads"

3.12.6.3.5 Insert "eFand hurricane" after "tornado" for the five places tornado is used; delete "and wind" at the end of the paragraph; insert
"/hurricane" before "protected structures"

3.12.7 COL 3.12(3): replace "or tornado" with ", tornado or hurricane"

Table 3.12-1 Replace "Design Basis Wind Load" with "Severe Wind Load" in the W row; Insert "or Hurricane" and delete "wind" in the WTrow
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Attachment I
RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier I and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

6.2.2.1.4 Second paragraph: insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

6.2.4.1 Replace "and tornado" with ", tornado and hurricane"

6.3.1.5 Second paragraph: insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

6.4.2 Fourth paragraph: insert "/hurricane" before "-generated missile"
Fifth paragraph: insert "/hurricane" before "-generated missile"

Table 6.4-2 3.11 row: under US-APWR Design: insert "/hurricane" before "-generated missile"

8.2.2.1 First bullet, insert", hurricanes" after "tornadoes"
Second bullet, replace "and tornado generated missiles" with ", tornado generated missiles and hurricane generated missiles"

9.1.1.1 Fifth paragraph, insert ", hurricane," after "tornados"

9.1.2.2.2 Title: replace "fuel storage" with "Fuel Storage"

9.1.2.2.2 First paragraph, insert ", hurricane" before "and tornados"

9.1.3.1 Section 3.3, replace "and Tornado Loadings" with", Hurricane, and Tornado Loadings"

9.2.1.1.1 Seventh paragraph, insert", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.2.1.3 Section 3.3, insert ", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.2.2.3 Section 3.3, insert", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.2.5.3 Bullet 3.3, replace "and Tornado Loads" with ", Hurricane, and Tornado Loadings"

9.2.7.1.1.1 Sixth Paragraph, insert "and hurricanes" after "tornadoes"; Insert "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles"

9.3.4.3 Section 3.3, insert ", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.4.1.1.1 Fourth bullet, insert "and hurricanes" after "tornadoes"; insert "and hurricane missiles" after "tornado missiles"

9.4.1.2 Second paragraph, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

9.4.1.3 Tenth and eleventh paragraph, insert "and hurricane-generated missiles" after "missiles"

9.4.5.1.1 Fifth bullet, insert "and hurricane-generated missiles" after "missiles"

9.4.5.2.2 Second paragraph, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

9.4.5.2.4 Second paragraph, insert "/hurricane" after "tornado"

9.4.5.3.1 Fourth bullet, insert" and hurricane generated missiles" after "tornado generated missiles"
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RAI 907-6321, Revision 3, Question 02-03 Supplemental Response

US-APWR DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 and Tier 2 Change List
for Implementation of RG 1.221 Hurricane Wind Speed Guidance

9.4.5.3.2 Sixth bullet insert "and hurricane-generated missiles" after "tornado-generated missiles"; Seventh bullet insert " and hurricane
generated missiles" after "tornado generated missiles"

9.4.5.3.4 Fifth bullet insert "and hurricane-generated missiles" after "tornado-generated missiles"; Sixth bullet insert "and hurricane
generated missiles" after "tornado generated missiles"

9.4.6.1.1 Fourth bullet, insert ", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.5.8.1 First paragraph, insert ", hurricane," before "and tornado"

9.5.8.3 Item A, fifth paragraph, replace "and tornado missiles with" ", tornado missiles and hurricane missiles"

10.3.1.1 Third paragraph, replace "wind and tornado" with "wind, tornado and hurricane"

10.4.7.1.2 Ninth paragraph: replace "wind and tornado" with "wind, tornado and hurricane"

10.4.8.1.1 Fifth bullet: replace "wind and tornado" with "wind, tornado and hurricane"

10.4.9.1 First bullet: replace "wind and tornado" with "wind, tornado and hurricane"

10.4.9.3 Thirteenth paragraph: replace "wind and tornado" with "wind, tornado and hurricane"

Table 12.3-8 Under System Features: second paragraph insert "hurricanes," after "tornados"

14.3.4.2 Fourth bullet: replace "and tornado" with "tornado and hurricane"

14.3.4.7 Third bullet: insert ", hurricane" after "tornado"

16 Technical Specifications Bases, LCO 3.0.9; Fifth paragraph insert ", hurricane" after "tornado"; Seventh paragraph insert "and
hurricane missile" after"tornado missile"

19.1 Seventh paragraph: replace "winds and tornados" with "winds, tornados and hurricanes"

19.1.1.2.1 Second paragraph, replace "winds and tornados" with "winds, tornados and hurricanes"

19.1.5 Number one: replace "winds and tornados" with "winds, tornados and hurricanes"

Page 9 of 9



2AStachment 2 1
US-APWR Design Control Document2.1 SITE PARAMETERS

Table 2.1-1 Key Site Parameters
(Sheet I of 8)

Meteorology
Parameter Description Parameter Value

Normal winter precipitation roof load"1 ) 50 lb/ft2

Extreme winter precipitation roof load( 12) 75 Ib/ft2

48-hr probable maximum winter precipitation (PMWP) 36 in.

Tornado maximum wind speed 230 mph

184 mph maximum rotational

46 mph maximum translational
Radius of maximum rotational speed 150 ft

Tornado maximum pressure drop 1.2 psi
Rate of pressure drop 0.5 psi/s

Tomado-generated missile spectrum and associated 15 ft long schedule 40 steel pipe

velocities moving horizontally at 135 ft/sM1 )

4,000 lb automobile moving

horizontally at
135 ft/s(1)

1 in diameter steel sphere moving

horizontally at 26 ft/s(l)

EtemSevere wind speed (other than tcrnado and 155 mph for 3-second gusts at 33 ft
'-..- + .. above ground level based on 100-year

return period, with importance factor of
1.15 for seismic category I&ll

structures

Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed 160 mph for 3-second gusts at 33 ft
above ground level, which
corresponds to the exceedance

freouency of 10-1 oer year

Hurricane-generated missile spectrum and associated 15 ft long schedule 40 steel pipe

velocities moving horizontally at 102 ft/s or
vertically at 85 ft/s

4,000 lb automobile moving
horizontally at 135 ft/s or vertically at
85 ft/s

1 in diameter steel sphere moving
horizontally at 89 ft/s or vertically at 85
ft/s

Ambient design air temperature 1 00°F dry bulb,

(1% annual exceedance maximum) 77 0F coincident wet bulb,

81°F non-coincident wet bulb

I DCD_02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
Sol

DCD_02-03
Sol
MIC-03-03-0
0057

Tier I 2.1-2 Rr 2Revii4



Atachment2

US-APWR Design Control Document1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

Table 1.8-2 Compilation of All Combined License Applicant Items for
Chapters 1-19 (Sheet 3 of 38)

COL ITEM NO. COL ITEM

COL 3.2(5) The COL Applicant is to identify the equipment class and seismic
category of the site-specific, safety-related and non safety-related fluid
systems, components (including pressure retaining), and equipment as
well as the applicable industry codes and standards.

COL 3.2(6) The COL Applicant is to apply DCD methods of equipment classification
and seismic categorization of risk-significant, non-safety related SSCs
based on their safety role assumed in the PRA and treatment by the
D-RAP.

COL 3.3(1) The COL Applicant is responsible for verifying the site-specific basic wind
speed is enveloped by the determinations in this section.

COL 3.3(2) These requirements also apply to seismic category I structures provided
by the COL Applicant. Similarly, it is the responsibility of the COL
Applicant to establish the methods for qualification of tomado eFand
hurricane effects to preclude damage to safety-related SSCs.

COL 3.3(3) It is the responsibility of the COL Applicant to assure that site-specific
structures and components not designed for tomado and hurricane loads
will not impact either the function or integrity of adjacent safety-related
SSCs, or generate missiles having more severe effects than those
discussed in Subsection 3.5.1.4.

COL 3.3(4) The COL Applicant is to provide the wind load design method and
importance factor for site-specific category l and category II buildings and
structures. The COL Applicant is to also verify that the site location does
not have features promoting channeling effects or buffeting in the wake of
upwind obstructions that invalidate the standard Plant wind load design.
rn~thede d ai~bed abevv.

COL 3.3(5) The COL Applicant is to note the vented and unvented requirements of
this subsection to the site-specific category I buildings and structures.

COL 3.3(6) The COL Applicant is responsible for verifying that the site specific design
basis hurricane basic wind speeds, exposure category, and resulting wind
forces are enveloped by the determinations in this section.

COL 3.4(1) The COL Applicant is to address the site-specific design of plant grading
and drainage.

COL 3.4(2) The COL Applicant is to demonstrate the DBFL bounds their specific site,
or is to identify and address applicable site conditions where static flood
level exceed the DBFL and/or generate dynamic flooding forces.

COL 3.4(3) Site-specific flooding hazards from engineered features, such as from
cooling water system piping, is to be addressed by the COL Applicant.

COL 3.4(4) The COL Applicant is to address any additional measures below grade to
protect against exterior flooding and the intrusion of ground water into
seismic category I buildings and structures.

DCD_02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
S01

I DCD_02-03
Sol

DCD_03.03.
02-5

MIC-03-03-0
0057

DCD_02-03
Sol

Tier 2 1.8-9 Re~.~4
Tier 2 1.8-9 Revie"GR 3



Atacment2
US-APWR Design Control Document2. SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Table 2.0-1 Key Site Parameters (Sheet I of 6)

Meteorology

Parameter Description Parameter Value

Normal winter precipitation roof load (11) 50 lb/ft2

Extreme winter precipitation roof load(12) 75 lb/ft2

48-hr probable maximum winter precipitation (PMWP) 36 in.

Tornado maximum wind speed 230 mph

184 mph maximum rotational

46 mph maximum translational

Radius of maximum rotational speed 150 ft

Tornado maximum pressure drop 1.2 psi

Rate of Pressure drop 0.5 psi/s

Tornado-generated missile spectrum and associated 15 ft long schedule 40 steel pipe moving
velocities horizontally at 135 fts(1)

4,000 lb automobile moving horizontally at
135 ft/s(O)

1 in diameter steel sphere moving
horizontally at 26 ft/s01)

Ercmfe vere wind speed (cthcr thB,! in tom*3dc Ad 155 mph for 3-second gusts at 33 ft above
hu,.. e .... ground level based on 100-year return

period, with importance factor of 1.15 for
seismic category I and II structures

Design-Basis Hurricane Windspeed 160 moh for 3-second ousts at 33 ft above
around level, which corresoonds to the
exceedance frequency of 101 per year

Hurricane-generated missile soectrum and associated 15 ft Iona schedule 40 steel pipe moving
velocities horizontally at 102 ft/s or vertically at

85 ft/s

4.000 lb automobile moving horizontally at
135 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s

1 in diameter steel sphere moving
horizontally at 89 ft/s or vertically at 85 ft/s

Ambient design air temperature 100°F dry bulb,
(1% annual exceedance maximum) 77°F coincident wet bulb,

81°F non-coincident wet bulb

Ambient design air temperature 11 5°F dry bulb,
(0% aAe-exceedance maximum) 80°F coincident wet bulb,

86°F non-coincident wet bulb,
historical limit excluding peaks <2 hr

Ambient design air temperature -10°F dry bulb
(1% annual exceedance minimum)

DCD_02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
Sol

DCD_02-03
S01

MIC-03-03-
00057

MIC-03-02-0
0002

Tier 2 2.0-2 Rey*smen 3
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2. SITE CHARACTERISTICS US-APWR Design Control Document

2.3 Meteorology

The US-APWR is designed for meteorological information as specified in Table 2.0-1. The
COL Applicant, whether the plant is to be sited inside or outside the continental US, is to
provide site-specific pre-operational and operational programs for meteorological
measurements, and is to verify the site-specific regional climatology and local
meteorology are bounded by the site parameters for the standard US-APWR design or
demonstrate by some other means that the proposed facility and associated site-specific
characteristics are acceptable at the proposed site.

2.3.1 Regional Climatology

Site-specific information is provided for regional climatology, including general climate
conditions and frequency of severe weather phenomena as discussed in SRP 2.3.1
(Reference 2.3-6). The 48-hour PMWP in Table 2.0-1 is selected as a key site parameter,
determined by interpolating the 24-hour PMP and 72-hour PMP data for the month of
March in HMR-53 (Reference 2.3-11). Refer to Subsection 3.3.2.1 for a complete
summary of design basis tornado parameters, including maximum wind speed, maximum
rotational speed, maximum translational speed, radius of maximum rotational wind from
center of tornado, atmospheric drop, and rate of pressure change. The e*eFesevere I DCD_02-03
wind speed as stated in Table 2.0-1 corresponds to the criteria described in Subsection S02
3.3.1.1. The design-basis hurricane windspeed and hurricane missiles as stated in Table DCD-02-03
2.0-1 corresponds to the criteria described in Subsection 3.3.2. Ultimate heat sink (UHS) s01
meteorological conditions are dependent on the site-specific climatology and selection of
UHS type, as discussed in Subsection 9.2.5. Annual exceedance values of zero and one
percent are based on the EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements
Document (Reference 2.3-8) and conservative estimates of historical high and low values
for potential US-APWR sites. These values are considered to bound approximately 75%
to 80% of the continental US (excluding Alaska).

2.3.2 Local Meteorology

Site-specific information on local meteorology is based on long-term data from nearby
reasonably representative locations and shorter-term onsite data as discussed in SRP
2.3.2 (Reference 2.3-7).

2.3.3 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

The site-specific pre-operational and operational programs for meteorological
measurements are to be provided, which may include offsite satellite facilities. RG 1.23
(Reference 2.3-1) contains guidance on acceptable onsite meteorological programs, and
any deviations from RG 1.23 guidance are to be identified and justified on a site-specific
basis.

Additional sources of meteorological data is to be obtained from National Weather
Service stations and other meteorological programs such as other nuclear facilities,
university and private meteorological programs. These sources may be used in the
description of airflow trajectories from the site to a distance of 50 miles, particularly
measurements made, locations and elevations of measurements, exposure of

Tier 2 2.3-1 Tier2 23-1RevaseR a
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document

COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

3.3 Wind-a", Tornado and Hurricane Loadings DCD_02-03
Sol

3.3.1 Wind Loadings

For US-APWR, including site-specific seismic category I and II SSCs subject to wind
loads, the design basis wind loadings are determined in accordance with American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)/Structural Engineering Institute (SEI), "Minimum
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures", ASCE/SEI 7-05 (Reference 3.3-1).
However, load combinations involving wind or tornado as given in ASCE/SEI 7-05 are not
used. Instead, load combinations as defined in applicable codes and as modified by the
relevant NRC RGs and SRPs are used. Load combinations, load factors, allowable
stresses, and acceptance criteria for US-APWR, including site-specific seismic category I
and II SSCs are discussed in Section 3.8.

Extreme winds such as hurricanes and tornadoes also have the potential to generate
missiles. Missiles generated by tornadoes and extreme winds are listed in
Subsection 3.5.1.4 and barrier design for missiles is discussed in Subsection 3.5.3.
3.3.1.1 e 2,igaSevere Wind Velocity and Recurrence Interval DCD_02-03

S02
The desigRsevere wind has a basic speed of 155 mph, corresponding to a 3-second gust
at 33 ft above ground for exposure category C (open terrain). For all seismic category I
and II SSCs, the velocity pressure associated with the basic wind speed is multiplied by DCD_02-03
an importance factor of 1.15 correlating to essential facilities in hurricane-prone regions S02
as defined in ASCE/SEI 7-05 Tables 1-1 and 6-1. The mean recurrence interval for the
basic wind speed with c-Rassociated importance factor of 1.15 is 100 years, which I DCD2-03
corresponds to an annual probability of exceedance of 0.01, as discussed in commentary S02
Subsection C6.5.5 of ASCE/SEI 7-05 (Reference 3.3-1).

The basic wind speed described above envelopes the basic speed at almost all locations
in the contiguous United States (US). A basic wind speed of 155 mph for exposure
category C also envelopes all locations in the contiguous US that have the more severe
exposure category D (flat, unobstructed areas and water surfaces), such as potential
sites near open inland waterways and the Great Lakes. This is because in the contiguous
US the exposure category D is associated with regions that are not prone to hurricanes
and have basic wind speeds that are much lower, typically 90 mph or less. The COL
Applicant is responsible for verifying the site-specific basic wind speed is enveloped by
the determinations in this section.

3.3.1.2 Determination of Applied Forces

The applied wind loads are determined by converting the basic wind speed for exposure
category C into design pressures or forces using the- app,•.pate method 2 (analytical MIC-03-03-
procedure) from ASCE/SEI 7-05, in accordance with NUREG 0800, SRP 3.3.1 00057
(Reference 3.3-2). cithcr mcthod 1 (&;mplifi.d pr......e) or e 'thod 2 (a"ly4i.hal
predur.). Fot. bot mothod, tThe conversion is performed by determining a velocity
pressure which is transformed into an effective design pressure/force by using applicable
adjustment factors (including topographic, directionality, and/or gust effect factors), and
velocity pressure/force coefficients in accordance with ASCE/SEI 7-05 (RefeRee-3*2- 1 MIC-03-03-
4-and SRP 3.3.1 (References 3.3-1 and 3.3-2). When determining the resulting effective 100057

Tier 2 3.3-1 Revms*en 3
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document

COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

walls are applicable for all seismic category I unvented structures including the R/B (and
its annulus which houses the containment penetration areas) and the PCCV.

For a structure that is partially enclosed or vented, the atmospheric pressure change
occurs over a period of time, resulting in actual pressures less than or equal to the
maximum pressure drop. This is the case for the PS/Bs, A/B, T/B, and AC/B, which are
designed as vented structures. Where applicable, interior walls of the PS/Bs and A/B are
designed considering tornado differential atmospheric pressure loading. The design of
the T/B and AC/B are discussed further in Subsection 3.3.2.3.

The COL Applicant is to note the vented and unvented requirements of this subsection to
the site-specific category I buildings and structures.
3.3.2.2.3 Tornado Missile and Hurricane Missile Effects DCD_02-03

Sol
Missiles generated by tornadoes and hurricanes are listed in Subsection 3.5.1.4 and
barrier design for missiles is discussed in Subsection 3.5.3. The response of a structure
or barrier to missile impact depends largely on the location of impact (e.g., midspan of a
slab or near a support), on the dynamic properties of the target and missile, and on the
kinetic energy of the missile. After it has been demonstrated that the missile will not
penetrate the barrier, an equivalent static load concentrated at the impact area is then
determined, from which the structural response, in conjunction with other design loads, is
evaluated.

Overall effects of missile impact are designed for flexural, shear, and buckling effects on
structural members using the equivalent static load obtained from the evaluation of
structural response. The impact is assumed to be plastic, and impact forces are
determined as outlined in "Impact Effect of Fragments Striking Structural Elements"
(Reference 3.3-6).
3.3.2.2.4 Combined Tornado or Hurricane Effects 1DCD 02-03

S01
The loading combinations of the individual tornado loading components are in
accordance with SRP 3.3.2 (Reference 3.3-5) and are supplemented with the design
criteria and procedures provided in BC-TOP-3-A (Reference 3.3-7). The load DCD_02-03
combinations used to determine the combined effects of the design basis hurricane wind Sol
and missile effects are equivalent to those used for the tornado and as discussed above
and in Section 3.8. The only difference is that there is no atmospheric pressure change
effect for the design basis hurricane. The total tornado or hurricane Wifd load Wt, used in DCD_02-03
the load combinations discussed in Section 3.8, is determined for the combined effects S02

using the following equations.

Wt = WW

wt =

Wt = WM

wt = ww+o.5 W

Tier 2 3.3-6 Tie 23.-6Rae~nea
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The ESVVPT- passer, undernleath the T/B at the north end of the T/B. The FeSWPT- Must be
phyeically coparated from the bacomatseof the PS/Bc and the T/43 to accuro that there will
not be contact due to ceismic or other leading. The E!SWPT- will noet interact ozecmica~ieey or
6tructurally With the RWB due to ceparation from the RW8 and T413. Wherc the FmSPVVT
pacser-, undemeth the T49, the ESWPT- is ceparated on its top and t::o sides "fro the T4
B bacom~at eloMentG With a comRprecefible fillor mnaterial andor air_ g.

The ESWPT- is ontiroly eonctruetcd of rcinforced conreete. The design philocophy of the
F!SkW.IT- is stated as follows.

" The ESWPT reinforced concrcte ctructuro is decigned On accordanco with the ACI
340 06 eode (Reference 3.7 31).

" The cOMP~erecible filler ic Feguirod to be decignod (location and thickness) such
that it can comprcccs under seirmnie and ether b~ad6, and cush that the bern
loads impoced by copecc of the filler Amateral under seicmis or othe
displacement arcetrcual accoptable.

" The SSE load condition is the same as for the R/B comple*.

* To dotormlino ceismis leads and displaeements, and to generate ISRS for docign*
of essential caeois wator piping, a two dimencon~al SASS! analysis is performed
that aecounts for si! sdetruotue and Structure ztruoturc intaetien, If neooccar7

" The SASS! anaWYcic *c rgUirod to be documented and comply with the camfe
general reguirements deceribod for the Rig POCY eontainment intemal etrueture
SASS! analysis with the exception that no stiek moedol *c Feguired. Instead-,
plateSASSI analycic. Shell elemente are to be directly inlued toeproonste-
tunneRl- in the SASS! moedel. HeweyeF, if the T4B ic alo inlded On the mo~de! for
eonsidering the effectc of Gtructuro AtRueAt'ura Wntoacton, the stiek model of the T/B

MIC-03-03-
00054

MIC-03-03-
00066

MIC-03-03-
00066

DCD_03.07.
02-35

DCD_03.07.
02-35
MIC-03-03-
00066

DCD_03.07.
02-35

Wrl . . . . a 0010 .

3.7.2.8.3 A/B

The A/B contains the US-APWR standard plant radioactive waste processing facility. This DCD 11.02-
facility is designated as Classification RW-Ila in accordance with RG 1.143, the criteria in 36
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of (Reference 3.7-19). However, the A/B is designed as seismic DCD_02-03
category I1. The seismic, severe wind, tornado, hurricane, and flood design requirements iS02
for seismic category II are more stringent than those of Classification RW-Ila as outlined DCD_02-03in RG 1.143 (Reference 3.7-19). The A/B is located on a common basemat with the RIB. soI

MIC-03-03-
PCCV. CIS, East and West PS/B. and ESWPC. The A/B is situated on the west side of 00054
the R/B, and has the west PS/B on its south side and the AC/B on its west side.T-he-N-iB-

it; wec• sde. The AlVB i sceparated from these. ,trUetu with e1panin jontFc)
,,ufficiently cizedto• .. e..t contact be..... bu.bing i the maximum tranclat•ional

and rotational di.plaroments due to a c.icmie loading (and othe. leadi..) were to occrH.
The m~inimRum sizes of expancion jeonts to frcenet intcractiwn ic deteFRmined by-
concidering, at all potential ineraction loeationc, the absolute summation of the AdB
dofietion and the adjacent ctrucuroc' deflection (R/B, PS/B, and AC/B) obtained fromR

Tier 2 3.7-84 RpApWan 2
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Design Limits, Loading Combinations, Materials, Construction, and Testing of Concrete
Containments, RG 1.136, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC,
Revision 3, March 2007 (Reference 3.8-3).

Inservice Inspection of Ungrouted Tendons in Prestressed Concrete Containments, RG
1.35, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, Revision 3, July 1990
(Reference 3.8-5).

Determining Prestressing Forces for Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Containments,
RG 1.35.1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, July 1990
(Reference 3.8-6).

Concrete Containment, NUREG-0800 SRP Section 3.8.1, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC, March, 2007 (Reference 3.8-7).

3.8.1.3 Loads and Load Combinations

The PCCV is designed for the loads and load combinations defined in the ASME Code,
Section III (Reference 3.8-2), in Article CC-3200 "Load Criteria" and Table CC-3230-1
"Load Combinations and Load Factors," except as noted in RG 1.136 (Reference 3.8-3)
Regulatory Position 5:

" The post LOCA flooding combined with the OBE set at one-third or less of the
plant SSE is eliminated, since the load combination is less severe than the post-
LOCA flooding combined with a SSE.

" ASME Code, Section III, Subarticle CC-3720 is satisfied by addressing an
accident that releases hydrogen generated from 100% fuel clad-coolant reaction
accompanied by hydrogen burning, including the effects of temperature and
prestress. See Subsection 3.8.1.3.2.2 for further discussion of this design
condition.

Load combinations and factors based on ASME Table CC-3230-1 are presented in Table DCD_02-03
3.8.1-2. Load combinations involving severe wind, hurricane and tornado have been S02
determined to be less severe than other cases through comparison calculations to the DCD_02-03, 01
design-basis earthquake loads and, therefore, load combinations involving severe wind-_ I DCD 02-03
hurricane and tornado are not used in the full detailed design analyses of the overall 1S02
PCCV structure and its liner. DCD_02-03

Sol
3.8.1.3.1 Loads

The following is a brief description of loads unique to the PCCV and liner used in Table
3.8.1-2 for design and analysis. Subsection 3.8.4.3 gives definitions and descriptions of
other loads based on the ACI 349-06 (Reference 3.8-8) and AISC N690-1994, including IMIC-03-03-
Supplement 2 (Reference 3.8-9), dfinitien• and dcc.iption,, which are consistent with 100066
the ASME Code, Section II1. MIC-03-03-

00057

Tier 2 3.8-5 Re~on4
Tier 2 3.8-5 Rawastoan 2
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3.8.1.4.1 Analyses for Design Conditions

3.8.1.4.1.1 Analytical Methods

The PCCV structure is analyzed by the use of the linear elastic FE computer program
ANSYS (Reference 3.8-14). The PCCV is isolated from other structures for the analysis
of shell and domes stresses, however, it is supported on and anchored to a common I MIC-03-03-
basemat with those structures. The PCCV structure is idealized for analysis and modeled 00057
with ANSYS as a structure consisting of isoparametric membrane-bending plate
elements.

The three-dimensional global FE analysis model as represented in Figures 3.8.5-75- MIC-03-03-
throuah 3.8.5-8&jQ-aýd-&6 includes the overall PCCV structure, as well as the R/B, 00057
#heeast PS/B, west PS/B, A/B containment internal structure and the common basemat to
which all these structures are supported. The FEs used for the PCCV analyses (Figure
3.7.2-1) have membrane, bending, tangential, and radial shear capability. The model
accounts for effective prestress equivalent to the variation of tendon friction due to losses
or changing geometry, for example the inverted U-shape tendons' transition from cylinder
to dome. In developing the model, the mesh size is chosen to comply with the following
basic considerations and empirical checks.

" When considering areas, such as the main steam penetration, concentrated load,
or reaction areas, the critical location for shear is generally one-half the thickness
away from the opening edge and, the element size should account for this fact.

" The mesh discretization is chosen to assure adequate representation of the
controlling stresses for key elements of the design such as for the general shell,
the basemat, the discontinuities at cylinder base and the intersection with the
dome, the large openings, buttresses, high energy piping penetrations, and pipe
whip restraint locations, where required.

The behavior of the PCCV model overall is typically axisymmetric, particularly under dead
and pressure loads. The non-axisymmetric effects of such loads including but not limited DCD_02-03
to severe wind, tornadoes, hurricane, earthquake, and pipe rupture are taken into I S02
account in the FE analysis as required by SRP 3.8.1, Section 11.4.B (Reference 3.8-7). DCD__02-03

Sol

In designing the PCCV superstructure, the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS)
method based on elastic analyses is used to evaluate the seismic load for the three
components of the earthquake. The design forces due to the seismic load obtained by the
SRSS method are beyond those obtained from inelastic analysis, at the PCCV shell/mat
interface. The associated redistribution effects are found to be insignificant.

Stress analyses of the FE models are performed considering the following loads defined
in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, Article CC-3000 (Reference 3.8-2):

• Dead load

" Live load (including polar crane loads as applicable)

Tier 2 3.8-10 Tie 23.810ReviiR 3
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As stated in Subarticle CC-3421.2 of ASME Code, Section III (Reference 3.8-2), concrete
tensile strength is not relied upon to resist membrane and flexural tension forces.

Concrete in General Shear

The US-APWR complies with ASME Code, Section III (Reference 3.8-2) requirements for
qualification of concrete shear. Shear capacity is defined using two components. One
component is that carried by the concrete defined as Vc, and the other, if required, is that
carried by the reinforcing steel Vs. The total shear capacity of the concrete, provided by
the sum of the two, is greater than the applied shear load. In the ASME Code, Section III
(Reference 3.8-2), the concrete capacities are defined in Subarticle CC-3420 "Allowable
Stress for Factored Loads." The steel reinforcement capacities for factored load design
are defined in Subarticle CC-3521 "Design of Shear Reinforcement."

Radial Shear

The radial shear provisions for the US-APWR are in accordance with the ASME Code,
Section III (Reference 3.8-2), as stated in Subarticles CC-3421.4.2 "Prestressed
Concrete" and CC-3521.2 "Radial Shear."

Tangential Shear

The allowable tangential shear stress in concrete is defined in Subarticle CC-3421.5.2,
which defines concrete tangential shear strength based on providing a minimum amount
of prestress as described in Subarticle CC-3521.1.2. ASME Code, Section III
(Reference 3.8-2), Subarticle CC-3521.1.2 requires that: "(a) A sufficient amount of
prestress shall be provided so that Nh and Nm are negative (compression) or zero.
Thermal membrane forces shall be included in Nh and Nm for the calculation of effective
prestress" and "(b) No additional reinforcement is required for tangential shear forces if
Vu < 0.85 Vc where Vc is calculated according to Subarticle CC-3421.5.2." Item (c) of
Subarticle CC-3521.1.2 further states "When the section under consideration does not
meet the requirements of either Subarticle CC-3521.1.2 (a) or (b), additional
reinforcement shall be provided according to requirements of Subarticle CC-3521.1.1."
The requirements of Subarticle CC-3521.1.1 include provisions for inclined
reinforcement. Because it is highly undesirable from a construction standpoint to provide
inclined shear reinforcing, the PCCV shell is designed such that any tangential shear
reinforcement provided is orthogonal only (hoop/meridional), and the amount of prestress
used in the design is increased as necessary to preclude the use of inclined shear
reinforcement.

MIC-03-03-
Nete: For purposes of tangential shear reinforcement design per Subarticle CC-3521, the 100057
membrane forces Nh and Nm include thermal, pressure, prestress and dead loads but do DCD_02-03

not include earthquake, severe wind, er-tomado, or hurricane loads. The lateral IS02
membrane loads from earthquake or wind are defined in Nhl and Nmi and the lateral DCD_02-03
tangential shear force is defined in Vu. Sol

For the structural portions of the PCCV, the specified allowable limits for stresses and
strains are in accordance with Article CC-3400 of the ASME Code, Section III

Tier 2 3.8-18 ReyielGR 3
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Impact allowance for traveling crane supports and runway horizontal forces are in
accordance with AISC N690 (Reference 3.8-9) for seismic category I and II structures,
unless the crane manufacturer's design specifies higher impact loads. The vertical live
load is increased by 25% to account for vertical impact of cab-operated traveling cranes
and 10% of pendant-operated traveling cranes. A lateral force, equal to 20% of the lifted
load and crane trolley are applied at the top and perpendicular to the crane rails. A
longitudinal force equal to 10% of the maximum wheel load is applied at the top of the
rails. Crane runways are also designed for crane stop forces.

Crane lift loads are not combined with wind loads. During construction; however, wind
effects on the crane are considered. For load combinations, including SSE, all cranes in
seismic category I areas are considered with a "most probable lift load" or heaviest load to
be lifted over seismic category I SSCs/fuel, whichever is greater. Impact and seismic
forces are not applied simultaneously.

3.8.4.3.4.8 Elevator Loads

Impact allowance for supports of elevators is 100%, applied to design capacity and
weight of car plus appurtenances, or as specified by the equipment supplier.

3.8.4.3.4.9 Equipment Laydown and Major Maintenance

Floors are designed for planned refueling and maintenance activities as defined on
equipment laydown drawings. Plans are developed for major equipment removal (such as
SGs) and laydown. Temporary supports can be included in these plans provided such
supports are easy to install and the installation of such supports is described in the plans.

3.8.4.3.5 Wind Load

3.8.4.3.5.1 DI:'k.-.Severe Wind (W) DCD_02-03
S02

The desig~severe wind is determined as discussed in Subsection 3.3.1 for values
specified in Chapter 2. Wind loads are not combined with seismic loads.
3.8.4.3.5.2 Tornado or Hurricane Load (Wt) DCD_02-03

S01

The design for tornado or hurricane loads is in accordance with Subsection 3.3.2 for
values specified in Chapter 2. In addition, extreme winds such as hurricanes and
tornadoes have the potential to generate missiles. Missiles generated by tornadoes and
c•trcmo windchurricanes are listed in Subsection 3.5.1.4 and barrier design for missiles I DCD_02-03
is discussed in Subsection 3.5.3. These subsections describe the determination of Sol
tornado or hurricane loads applicable to the protection of safety-related equipment. DCD_- 02-03

S01
3.8.4.3.6 Seismic Loads

3.8.4.3.6.1 Operating Basis (Eob)

For seismic category I SSCs whose design is site-specific, that is, not included in the
seismic design of the US-APWR standard plant, OBE loading has to be considered only if

Tier 2 3.8-71 RaWakan 2
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WSB complex stability is analyzed by poct prooczing S6I tine hietory rccponcoc obtainod
fromR ACS BASS! analysoc and 19Y calculating the factor 9f caf*t 8gainct pocciblo moedoc
of faiuro. Ground Weter level ic ene foot bclew finiohed plant grade and the minimum
decign Safct faet8rc against sliding and overturning arc 1.1. Soil boaring proccurec are
ealculated fcr the combined cifotel of dead weight, buoyanzy, and SSE corthquakc leads
at oac-h coerner of the rocpoctiyo basomeAt foundations. The bacematc aro conciderd r-igid.
Semil preccure Yariation is thus assumed to Fecmain linoar. U~plif possibility' ic invcctigate at
eaeh time seop by deteFrmining reduction in contact arca due to tim dain xal forcoe
and- biaxial momon~etc.

Rcoelt of Sfiding and Qva.~wrning Stabilty Studicc Results ef cliding and overturnfing
analyses detefrmine a factor of safety againot eliding and ovoFWrturng that ic >1.1 to
oncRob~ StabilitY of the seicmiei Gate~ory I SetWoturo.

MIC-03-03-
00057

3.8.5.5.1 Overturning Acceptance Criteria

The factor of safety against overturning is identified as the ratio of the moment resisting
overturning (Mr) divided by the overturning moment (Mo). For SSE load Gascc, Me4isthe- MIC-03-03-

00057

macs t.. k mnodel in a'. o.danoc with S^"fion 3.7. Therefore,

FSo = [ Mr/Mo], not less than FSot as determined from Table 3.8.5-1.

,PCv

where

FSo = Structure factor of safety against overturning by the maximum design basis DCD_02-03

severe wind, tornado, hurricane, or earthquake load. S02
DCD_02-03

Mr = Resisting moment dptcrm~ned acorovided by the dead load of the SolMIC-03-03-
structure, minus the 00057

buoyant force created by the design ground water table., multiplied by the MIC-03-03-
• *;#+ ... fr^.. ÷h ..+k . .... ^A ̂  + •^ 0- . ,..l I .. .[A-.. - +-. ^f .-A .. ;.O•^. 00057

W ...... • ..... 7 r .......

therFei no.... ete .. at. the We's edge. Fassive earth pressure is not
considered for overturning stability.

Mo = Overturning moment caused by the maximum design basis severe wind,
tornado, hurricane or earthquake load.

The calculated minimum factors of safety presented in Table 3.8.5-6 show that the SSE

DCD_02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
Sol

MIC-03-03-
00057

load combination aoverns over wind and tornado load combinations for evalujatina
load co bination governs over wind and tornado load co binations for evaluatinn
overturnina stability. The standard plant SSE overturning stability evaluations are
performed using the dynamic FE models and the seismic driving forces/moments
obtained from the site independent SSI analyses_ The SSI analyses arm cnndic~tad

separately for each earthquake direction. The earthquake responses from the separate
SSI analyses are then applied simultaneously to evaluate overturning stability. The SSE
overturnino stability analyses, which are based on loads/masses extracted frnm the SRI
overturnino stabilitv analvses which are based on loads/ asses extra ed fro the SSI
analyses, include 25% of the live load in calculating both the resisting moment and the
overturning moment. The presence of live loads has insignificant effect on the calculated
overturning factor of safety because live loads make uP an insignificant portion of the
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mass considered. Further, even though live loads have a stabilizing effect by increasing MIC-03-03-
the overturning resisting moment, they increase the overturning moment. Therefore, the 00057
effects of live loads on overturning stability are insignificant.

Unbalanced lateral earth pressures are included in the analyses. This means that the
overturning stability analysis considers the contribution of static soil pressure (at-rest
lateral earth pressure), lateral earth pressure due to surcharge of 450 psf, and dynamic
(Wood's) pressure acting in the same direction of the horizontal inertia forces on the
below-grade walls and basemat. but conservatively considers only static at-rest pressure
in resisting overturning loads. This is conservative because any passive reaction forces
acting on the side walls and basemat below grade will reduce the global overturning
effects during the stability analysis. Soil pressures acting on the below grade side walls
and basemat are considered for the strength design as discussed in Subsection 3.8.4.4.
The effects of basemat uplift are included at every time step by determining the reduction
in contact area due to the time varying vertical force (up or down) and moments. The
overturning safety factors are calculated at each time steo of the design earthauake
excitation as the ratio between the resisting moments and the driving/overturning
moments. The minimum value of the safety factor during the total duration of the
earthquake for any of the design soil conditions is reported in Table 3.8.5-6.

3.8.5.5.2 Sliding Acceptance Criteria

The factor of safety against sliding caused by wind-ef, tornado or hurricane is identified by I MIC-03-03-
the ratio: 00057

FSsw = [ Fs *- ] / Fh, not less than FSs, as determined from Table 3.8.5-1, I MIC-03-03-
00057

where
DCD_02-03

FSSW = Structure factor of safety against sliding caused by severe wind-eF, tornado. S02
or hurricane DCD_02-03

Sol
Fs = Shear (or sliding) resistance along bottom of structure basemat. No credit MIC-03-03-

is taken for side wall friction or passive soil pressure in calculating the 00057

factor of safety against sliding in standard plant building structures.

R....tan. .due to maimu pc iv i prcc, n .eglecting any
cOntribution of curcharge. -NoR ircd-it is taken for passive coil procur in
calculating the factor of Gaft* againct rliding in ctandard plant building
St#ueturfes.

Fh = Lateral force due to active soil pressure, including surcharge, and tornado,_ DCD_02-03
hurricane or severe wind load, as applicable Sol

DCD_02-03
S02

The factor of safety against sliding caused by earthquake is identified by the ratio:

FSse = [ Fs 4-F, ] / [ Fd + Fh ], not less than FSs/ as determined from Table 3.8.5- MIC-03-03-

1. unless resulting sliding displacements are evaluated for design 00057

acceptability. I

Tier 2 3.8-105 Re~4
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Table 3.8.4-3 Load Combinations and Load Factors for Seismic Category I
Concrete Structures ,'d SC modulcs

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND FACTORS(
1 ),(2)

AC 3498(),
Load 1 2 3 4 5(79 6(6) 7(6,(7) 10 11
Combination: (7)

Load Type

Dead D 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.05 1.05 1.05

Liquid F 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.05 1.05 1.05

Live L 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3

Earth H 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3

Design pressure Pd

Normal pipe R, 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3
reactions

Normal thermal TO 1.0 1.0 1.2(5) 1.2(5) 1.2(5)

Weeind W 1.7L91 1.3Lg

OBE Eob 1.7(3) 1.15(3) 1.3(3)

SSE Ess 1.0(4) 1.0(4)

Tornadoor_ Wt 1 .0•-Q
Hurricane
Accident Pa 1,4(5) 1.15 1.0

pressure

Accident thermal Ta 1.0 1.0 1.0

Accidentthermal Ra 1.0 1.0 1.0
pipe reactions

Pipe rupture Yr 1.0 1.0
reactions

Jet impingement YJ 1.0 1.0

Pipe Impact YM 1.0 1.0

Crane Load -Q, 1.4 1.0

Acceptance U U U U U U U U U U U

Criteria(8)

MIC-03-03-
100066
MIC-03-03-
00057
MIC-03-03-
00066

DCD_02-03
1S02
DCD_02-03
S01

DCD_02-03

1S01

MIC-03-03-
00057

Notes:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Design per A.C 309 SF.eRgth Do.ig. MRthc-ACI 349-06 (Reference 3.8-8. AnDendix C. for all load MIC-03-03-
combinations "00066
Where any load reduces the effects of other loads, the corresponding coefficient for that load is taken as 0.9 if it
can be demonstrated that the load is always present or occurs simultaneously with the other loads. Otherwise
the coefficient is taken as zero.
OBE loading is applicable for site-specific seismic category I SSCs, only if the value of site-specific OBE is set
higher than 1/3 of the site-specific SSE.
SSE includes all seismic related hydrodynamic loads and percentage of live loads
Load factor adjusted in accordance with RG 1.142, Regulatory Position 6 (Reference 3.8-19). I MIC-03-03-
The maximum values of Pa, Ta, Ra, Yj, Y. and Ym including an appropriate dynamic load factor are used, unless 00066
an appropriate time history analysis is performed to justify otherwise.
Satisfy the load combination first without Wt, Yp Yj, and Ym. When considering concentrated loads, MIC-03-03-
exceedeances of local strengths and stresses may be considered in analyses for impactive or impulsive effects 1 00066

Tier 2 3.8-136 Re~4
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in accordance with ACI 340 W7, A.FppF.d. CACI 349-06 (Reference 3.8-8. Aooendix F, except as noted in RG I MIC
1.142 Regulatory Positions 10 and 11.

8. The required strength U shall be equal to or greater than the strength required to resist the factored loads and/or 000
related internal moments and forces, for each of the load combinations shown in this table. DC]

9. WSevere wind loads are per Subsection 3.3. 1. S02
10. Extreme wind loads includina tornado and hurricane loads. Velocity pressure loads. atmosoheric pressure loads DC

-03-03-
)66
D_02-03

D 02-03

11.
(tornado only) and the missile loads due to tornadoes or hurricanes are combined as described in Subsection Sol -3.3.2. Tomado-generated missiles and hurricane-generated missiles are given in Subsection 3.5.1.4. MIC-03-03-
The crane load may be omitted if probability analysis demonstrates that the simultaneous occurrence of an SSE
(Desion Basis Event) with crane usage is not credible per Section C.2.9 of ACI 349-06 (Reference 3.8-8). 00057

Tier 2 3.8-137 Re~eR4
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Table 3.8.4-4 Load Combinations and Load Factors for Seismic Category I Steel Structures

ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN (ASD)
LOAD COMBINATIONS AND APPLICABLE STRESS LIMIT COEFFICIENTS

AISC N690 Load

Combination: (6) 1 2 3(9) 4(9) 5(9) 6(9) 7 8 9(4) 9a(
4X10) 10(4X8) 11(

4
)(

5
)

Load Type

Dead D 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Live L 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Normal pipe Ro 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
reactions

Normal thermal TO 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

OE ind W 1.1.0. 1. 10

DCO_02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
Sol
MIC-03-03-

OBE
Eob 1.0 1.0 1.0

SSE 1.0 1.0

Tornado oW 1.0D-

Accident pressure pa 1.0 1.0 1.0

Accident thermal Ta 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Accident thermal Ra 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
pipe reactions

Pipe rupture Y 1.0 1.0
reactions

Jet impingement y, 1.0 1.0

Pipe Impact YM 1.0 1.0

Stress Limit 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.7(7)(11)Coefficient
(1)(2)(8)(12)1 111

_CD02-03
~01

Notes:
1. Coefficients are applicable to primary stress limits given in ANSI/AISC N690-1994 Sections Q1.5.1, Q1.5.2,

Q1.5.3, Q1.5.4, Q1.5.5, Q1.6, Q1.10, and Q1.11. Calculated stresses shall not exceed allowable stresses for
each of the load combinations shown in this table.

2. In no instance shall the allowable stress exceed 0. 7Fu in axial tension nor 0. 7Fu times the ratio Z/S for tension
plus bending.

3. For primary plus secondary stress, the allowable limits are increased by a factor of 1.5.
4. The maximum values of Pa, Ta, Ra, Yj, Y, and Y,, including an appropriate dynamic load factor, is used in load

combinations 9 through 11, unless an appropriate time history analysis is performed to justify otherwise.
5. In combining loads from a postulated high-energy pipe break accident and a seismic event, the SRSS may be

used, provided that the responses are calculated on a linear basis.
6. All load combinations is checked for a no-live-load condition
7. In load combinations 7 through 11, the stress limit coefficient in shear shall not exceed 1.4 in members and bolts.
8. Secondary stresses which are used to limit primary stresses are treated as primary stresses.
9. Consideration is also given to snow and other loads as defined in ASCE 7.
10. This load combination is to be used when the global (non-transient) sustained effects of Ta are considered.
11. The stress limit coefficient where axial compression exceeds 20% of normal allowable, is 1.5 for load

combinations 7, 8, 9, 9a, and 10, and 1.6 for load combination 11. For load combinations 7 through 11 the
allowable stress shall not exceed 1.0 FYI

12. Load combinations and stress limit coefficients are applicable for AISI design of cold-formed steel structural
members used in subsystem supports. Allowable strengths per AISI may be increased by the stress limit
coefficients shown, subject to the limits noted in this table. The allowable strength shall equal or exceed the
required strength calculated, in accordance with AISI, for each of the load combinations shown in this table.

Tier 2 3.8-138
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13. WSevere wind loads are per Subsection 3.3.1. 1 DCD_02-03
14. Extreme wind loads including tomado and hurricane loads. Velocity pressure loads, atmospheric pressure loads S02

(tornado only), and missile loads due to tornadoes or hurricanes are combined as described in Subsection 3.3.2.
Tomado-aenerated missiles and hurricane-generated missiles are given in Subsection 3.5.1.4. IDC 02-03

Sol

Tier 2 
3.8-139
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attachments). In addition, the dead weight of the support components is considered. In
Table 3.12-4, dead weight loads are designated by DL.

3.12.6.3.2 Thermal Expansion Loads

Piping analysis may include several thermal expansion loading cases associated with the
four service levels. Support loads from these loading conditions are designated as
THMTL, THE and THF corresponding to the appropriate Level A, B, C, and D service
conditions.

3.12.6.3.3 Friction Loads

Friction loads are the result of movement of the pipe across the surface of a support
member. Such loads are manually calculated. In Table 3.12-4, friction loads are
designated by F
3.12.6.3.4 Severe Wind Loads 1DCD 02-03

S02

Piping exposed to the environment (e.g., yard piping) may be subjected to wind loads.
Such piping is analyzed for design baeisevere wind loads. In Table 3.12-4, support loads DCD-02-03

due to wind are designated by W All safety-related piping systems are located inside S02

wind protected structures; and therefore are not subject to wind an4d tAFmde loading. DCD_02-03
S02

3.12.6.3.5 Tornadoe-and Hurricane Loads DCD_02-03
Sol

Piping exposed to the environment (e.g., yard piping) may be subjected to tornado-efand
hurricane loads. Such piping is analyzed for bounding effects at building penetrations
exposed to design basis tornado_eFnd hurricane loads. In Table 3.12-4, support tornado
efand hurricane loads due to tornado.e-and hurricane are designated by WT. All safety-
related piping systems are located inside teiFadetornado/hurricane protected structures;
and therefore are not subject to tornado and wi.deind hurricane loading.

3.12.6.3.6 System Operating Transient Loads

Dynamic loads such as safety/relief valve discharge and water/steam hammer loads are
analyzed for piping systems. Support loads from such dynamic analyses are designated
as LDF in Table 3.12-4.

3.12.6.3.7 Safe-shutdown Earthquake Loads

Piping is analyzed for both inertial loads and loads due to seismic anchor movements.
Piping loads resulting from these loads are designated as safe-shutdown earthquake
inertia loads (SSE/) and safe-shutdown earthquake anchor loads (SSEA) in Table 3.12-4.

3.12.6.3.8 Other Loads

Piping systems are analyzed for other loading conditions such as small pipe break, main
steam/feedwater pipe break, and LOCA loads. Pipe support loads from such conditions
are designated as DBPB.

Tier 2 3.12-21 Ro~on4
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Table 3.12-1 ASME Code, Section III, Class 1, 2,3, CS and Support Load Symbols
and Definitions

Load Symbol Load Definition

DL Dead Load (The dead weight consists of the weight of the piping, insulation, and other
loads permanently imposed upon the piping)

P Design Pressure

PR Range of Service Pressure

PM Maximum Service Pressure

F Friction Loads

THMTL ASME Service Level A (Normal) and Service Level B (Upset) Miscellaneous Thermal
Loads with Thermal Stratification, Thermal Cycling Effects and static displacement of
pre-stressed concrete containment vessel during normal and upset conditions

THE ASME Service Level C (Emergency) Thermal Load

THF ASME Service Level D (Faulted) Thermal Load

THDIsCON Thermal Discontinuity Loads

THGRAD Thermal Radial Gradient Loads

LDM Design Mechanical Loads

LDMs Design Mechanical Loads (sustained)

SSEI Safe-Shutdown Earthquake Inertia Loads

SSEA Safe-Shutdown Earthquake Anchor Loads

SE SE is Support self weight excitation, the effect of the acceleration of the support mass
caused by building inertial loads such as SSEI

SET Building Settlement

LDFN ASME Service Level A (Normal) Dynamic Fluid Loads associated with hydraulic
transients such as relief/safety valve open or water/steam hammer

LDFU ASME Service Level B (Upset) Dynamic Fluid Loads associated with hydraulic
transients such as relief/safety valve open or water/steam hammer

LDFE ASME Service Level C (Emergency) Dynamic Fluid Loads associated with hydraulic
transients such as relief/safety valve open or water/steam hammer

LDFF ASME Service Level D (Faulted) Dynamic Fluid Loads associated with hydraulic
transients such as relief/safety valve open or water/steam hammer

DBPB Design Basis Pipe Breaks, include LOCA and non-LOCA, and static displacement of
pre-stressed concrete containment vessel during normal and upset conditions

LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident

W Design-BeeieSevere Wind Load

WT Tornado or Hurricane Wind-Load

DCD 02-03
S02
DCD_02-03
Sol
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